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Abstract

After discussing the peculiarities of quantum systems on noncommutative (NC) spaces with

nontrivial topology and the operator representation of the ^-product on them, we consider the

Aharonov-Bohm and Casimir effects for such spaces. For the case of the Aharonov-Bohm effect,

we have obtained an explicit expression for the shift of the phase, which is gauge invariant in

the NC sense. The Casimir energy of a field theory on a NC cylinder is divergent, while it

becomes finite on a torus, when the dimensionless parameter of noncommutativity is a rational

number. The latter corresponds to a well-defined physical picture. Certain distinctions from

other treatments based on a different way of taking the noncommutativity into account are also

discussed.



1 Introduction

The noncommutative geometry was formulated originally on noncommutative analogs of Eu-

clidean spaces, without a distinguished notion of a physical time; a survey can be found in the

books [l]-[3]. The Euclidean field theories on a noncommutative sphere (plane and cylinder)

have been investigated in refs. [4].

However, from the point of view of physical applications, it is desirable to consider models

with a physical time. The noncommutative analog of a Minkowski plane was originally intro-

duced in [5] and investigated in the context of noncommutative geometry in [6]. In this approach,

the space-time coordinates satisfy non-trivial commutation relations:

[Xf^Xv] = i<V , (1.1)

with Op,, = constant in a suitable representation. Recently, it was found that (1.1) follow

naturally as a particular low-energy limit of string theories [7]- [10] with Q^v directly related to a

constant antisymmetric background field B^ in presence of a D-brane. The explicit presence of

constant 9^ in (1.1) violates Lorentz invariance (if the dimension of space-time is greater than

two).

Later, it was found that in such noncommutative Minkowski spaces, the quantum field theory

(QFT) ultraviolate divergences persist [11],[12]. Moreover, if the time is noncommutative, such

field theories violate unitarity and causality [13]-[15].

On the contrary, models on a noncommutative space but with a commutative time do not

possess such difficulties. Similarly, no principal problems arise in quantum mechanics defined on

noncommutative spaces with a standard (commutative) time evolution. Some phenomenological

consequences within such an approach for the Lamb shift have been recently calculated (see [16]

and refs. therein).

Recently it is discussed that the effective noncommutative field theories, in particular non-

commutative Chern-Simons theory, can serve a natural description for the (fractional) quantum

Hall effect and anyonic statistics [17]. This may shed more light on the Wigner crystal-quantum

Hall fluid phase transition. Then the noncommutative Aharonov-Bohm, being a 2+1 dimen-

sional effect on the noncommutative plane (or punctured plane), is of great importance. In fact

the Aharonov-Bohm phase is the phase appears in front of the wave-function of two anyonic,

charged particles upon their exchange (for a review see [18]). So, here we try to study this

problem, both semi-classically (and in first order in 9) and analytically.

The noncommutative models specified by (1.1) can be realized in terms of a ^-product: the

commutative algebra AQ of functions with the usual product (fg)(x) = f(x)g(x) is replaced by

the ^-product Moyal algebra:

(f*g)(x) = exp^O^d^dy^ f(x)g(y)\x=y



= f(x)9(x)+1-{Lg}(x)+0{e2) , (1.2)

where {/,<?} = #^ (<?/*/) (dj,<?) is the Poisson bracket associated with 9^. Such associative *-

products have been proved to exist as a formal power series for any Poisson bracket {/, <?} =

9lxu{x){dtlf){dl,g), with a most general z-dependent 9fiu(x), [19]. However, in general, the prob-

lems of the summability and unitarizability (realization in terms of operators in a Hilbert space)

remain open.

The point is that the formal power series expansion (1.2) does not take into account the

global topological properties and/or boundary conditions which are essential for the operator

realization. Here, we shall analyze four simple cases: the plane IR2, the cylinder C = l 2 x 5 1 ,

the torus T2 = S1 x Sl and the punctured plane 1R| = R2 \ {0}. They all are related to the

same Poisson bracket {/,<?} generated from the elementary bracket {x i ,^} = 1.

In section 2, we investigate the Aharonov-Bohm effect, first on the whole NC-plane and then

on a punctured plane, together with a non-trivial problem of implementation of gauge invariance.

The punctured plane is topologically equivalent to the cylinder, but geometrically different from

it. The next two sections 3 and 4 are devoted to the Casimir energies for a scalar field theory

on a noncommutative cylinder and torus, respectively. The usual Casimir effect concerns the

vacuum energy between two plates (lines, in our 2D setting). However, it is a delicate problem

to introduce well-defined lines in noncommutative spaces with Dirichlet or Neumann boundary

conditions. We shall not discuss such noncommutative effects in the present paper. Section 5

contains conclusions and discussion.

2 Aharonov-Bohm effect on a noncommutative plane

The Aharonov-Bohm effect concerns the shift of the interference pattern in the double-slit ex-

periment, due to the presence of a thin long solenoid put just between the two slits [20, 21].

Although the magnetic field B is present only inside the solenoid, the corresponding Schrdinger

equation depends explicitly on the magnetic potential A (non-vanishing outside the solenoid).

Therefore, the wave function depends on A and consequently the interference pattern shifts.

However, due to the gauge invariance, the shift in the phase of the particles propagator, 8<f>o,

is gauge invariant itself and can be expressed in non-local terms of B. In the quasi-classical

approximation, Scf>o = ^Kc^' where $ = B-np2 is the magnetic flux through the solenoid of

radius p. This effect has been confirmed experimentally [22].

In this section, first we present the quasi-classical approach to the Aharonov-Bohm effect on

a NC-plane for a thin, but of finite radius, solenoid. In particular we give the modifications to

the phase shift, d(f>o, due to noncommutativity up to the first order in 6. A short version of this

part was reported previously in [23]. effect for an infinitesimally thin solenoid, on a punctured

NC-plane, for all orders in 9.



2.1 Path integral approach and quasi-classical approximation

In this section, we shall first describe the Moyal ^-product on a two dimensional plane IR,2. On

R2, a Poisson bracket can be generated from the elementary bracket

{xux2} = l. (2.1)

The commutative algebra AQ of functions on H2 is formed by functions of the form:

f(x) = -i- [ d2k f(k)eikx , kx = kxxi + k2x2 , (2.2)
Z7T J

Then, the Moyal product can be expressed as

(f*9)(x) = j^y Jd^hHk^gi^e-^^e^^ , (2.3)

where 9^ — Oe^, ^-constant, e^-antisymmetric. This defines the corresponding noncommuta-

tive algebra of functions A on R2.

In A, we can introduce the scalar product as:

(f,9) =

= Id2k](k)g(k) . (2.4)

Here, we have used the well-known fact that in the integrals containing as integrand a ̂ -product

of two functions, their ^-product can be replaced by a standard one.

Alternatively, one can start from an operator algebra generated by the hermitian operators

x\ and x2, satisfying the commutation relation

[xi,x2] = i0. (2.5)

The corresponding noncommutative algebra A can be given as the algebra of operators of the

form

f(x) = -i- [d2kf(k)eiki , kx = Jfci&i + k2x2 . (2.6)
2?r J

It can be seen easily that the product in the operator algebra (2.6) possesses an expansion in

powers of 0, exactly corresponding to the Moyal product.

The Hilbert space 7i of quantum mechanics on a noncommutative plane is formed by the

normalizable functions ^(x) G A, with finite norm. The wave function is an element from "%,

normalized to unity. We should remind that in the noncommutative case usual physical meaning

of wave functions as probability amplitude fails, and wave functions are just symbols [12]. The

operators Pi and Qi acting in % and satisfying Heisenberg canonical commutation relations are

defined by:
= -idiV(x) , Xi$(x) =Xi* *(x) . (2.7)



The problem of a particle moving in an external magnetic field on a noncommutative plane

is specified by the Hamiltonian:

H=l-{Pi + Atf. (2.8)

We now define the noncommutative analog of gauge transformations by *:

*(x) -)• e iA(l)*#(a;) , X(x) - real

Ai(x) -> eiX{x) * Ai(x) * e- iA(r) - ieiA(l) * (^e- iA(x)) . (2.9)

We point out the non-Abelian character of (2.9), due to the noncommutativity of the plane.

Consequently, the field strength is given by a non-Abelian formula, too:

F(x) = etjidiAjix) + Ai(x)*Mx)) • (2-10)

One can easily see that

Pi + Ai -»• eiA(x) * ( ^ + Ai) * e~iA(x) , (2.11)

just like in a usual noncommutative case. Hence, the transition amplitude ($ff,e~lHti$i) is gauge

invariant:

-'lHt^>i) -> (eiA * qf, eiA * e~im * e~iX * eiA * ̂ ) = ( % , e ' i m ^ i ) . (2.12)

In quantum mechanics, the exponents of the operators (e.g., e~lHt) often do not correspond

to local operators. However, they can be conveniently represented by bi-local kernels. This

is true in the noncommutative frame, also. It can be easily seen that to any operator K =

K(Pi,Xi) = K(—idi,Xi-k), cf. (2.7), we can assign a kernel (a bi-local symbol) IC(x,y) & A<S>A,

defined by:

£(x, y) = " ^ / d2q(Ke[i*)e-i<iy (2.13)

(we omit the symbol ® for the direct product). The action of K in terms of kernel is

{K$)(x) = jd2yK{x,y)*${y) = jd2y!C(x,y)$(y) . (2.14)

Thus, the matrix elements of K are given as

( * , # $ ) = f d2xd2y${x)lC(x,y)<f>{y) . (2.15)

For a product of two operators, one can use either the standard formula for the kernel compo-

sition

(g}C)(x,y) = Jd2zg(x,z)*)C(z,y)

= jd2zG{x,z)K{z,y) , (2.16)

"In the present paper, our exponentials are defined by the Taylor series with the ̂ -product, i.e. etX^x' =
f i\ — ijA* A + • • •.



or use the formula

(Q!C)(z,y) = I ^(Ge^)W^) • (2.17)

The proof of (2.17) is straightforward.

The kernel corresponding to the operator e~'^* will be denoted by /Q(z,y) and called prop-

agator:

lCt(x,y) = | ^£(e - i ™e i ' * )e - i « ' . (2.18)

^From the product formula (2.16) and the identity e->Hhe-im2 _ e-iH(h+t2)^ t h e u s u a j c o m p o .

sition law follows:

JCtl+t2(x,y) = / d2zfCtl{x,z)JCt2(z,y) .

Iterating this formula N times and taking the limit N —> oo, we arrive by standard arguments

at the path integral representation of the propagator:

JCt{x,y) = Jim d2xN-i---d2x1ICe{x,xN-i) • •• }Ce(x2,xi)fC€(xi,y) , (2.19)

with e = t/N. We stress that there is no need to use ̂ -product between two /Ce's.

The formula for the gauge transformation of the propagator follows directly from eq. (2.11).

In fact, (2.11) implies:

e'im -J- e~iA • e~im * eiX (2.20)

(as operators), so that

JCt{x,y) -> (eiX*e-im*e-ix)(x,y)

= f dq(eiXe-imeiqx)fP^w

= f dqeiXW * (e-'
lHteigx)eix(y) * ej«

= ^x^-klCt(x,y)*e-iX^ . (2.21)

This is exactly the expected formula (here, the ̂ -product cannot be omitted).

As the next step, we shall calculate the short-time propagator K^{x,y) entering (2.19) to

first orders in e and 0. Using

= I ^ [ e ^ e - w - ^(Pieipx + Ai(x) *e^jfeew + i i d , ) * ^ ) + ...] ,(2.22)
J zir z

we write this in the form:

IC,(x, y) = f &&*-*)-**<<**) , x = ± { z + y ) , (2.23)

where the effective Hamiltonian, He, is given as:

He = l(Hi + Ai{x)f , Ui=Pi- ^(djAiix^pk . (2.24)



The symbol = means equality in the first order in e and 6. Performing the d2p integration, we

obtain the effective Lagrangian:

L * ^ViVi - ViAiix) Vi=vi + ̂ eikdjAi{x)vk • (2.25)

The formula for K,e{x,y) then reads: K.£(x,y) = j J dtc(x(t),x(t)) ^ wheTe t h e effective action

is calculated for a linear path, starting at Xi(0) = X{ and terminating at Xi(e) = yj, i.e., v\ =

{yi — Xi)/e and Ai(x) — Ai(^^-). Up to terms linear in 8, the Lagrangian, with all physical

constants included, becomes:

2

C = jv2 - -v-A+ T^viv- (8x VAi) - -^v- (8x VA2) , (2.26)

where 8 = 6 z and z is the unit vector normal to the (x\, £2) plane and the cross product is

the usual three dimensional one. Thus, the total shift of phase for the Aharonov-Bohm effect,

including the contribution due to noncommutativity, will be:

Htotal = S<h + 6$c , (2.27)

where 5<fo = ^ /dr'• A = ^ / B • dS — ̂ $ ($ being the magnetic flux through the surface

bounded by the closed path) is the usual (commutative) phase shift and

represents the noncommutative corrections. For a finite-radius solenoid, the vector potential A

entering (2.26)-(2.28) is given by:

A = ~B^n, r>p, (2.29)

where B is the constant magnetic field inside the solenoid, p is the radius of the solenoid and n

is the unit vector orthogonal to f.

The expression for the correction Scf>^c to the usual Aharonov-Bohm phase due to noncom-

mutativity can be explicitly obtained from (2.28) and (2.29). In an analogous way as in the usual

Aharonov-Bohm case [20, 21], the calculation can be done by taking the closed classical path

(what is valid according to the experimental setup), which starts from the source and reaches

the point on the screen by passing through one of the two slits and returns to the source point

through the other slit.

2.2 Exact treatment of the Aharonov-Bohm effect on a punctured plane

In the following, we describe the noncommutative version of this quantum mechanical problem

on a punctured plane RQ, specified by the following Hamiltonian:

l %, (2.30)



with x = (£1,0:2) G IR-o and r2 = x|; Aj represents the magnetic field generated by a thin

solenoid located at the origin, perpendicular to the plane. The Hamiltonian itself acts on a

suitable domain in the Hilbert space % = L2(JR2,d?x) with the scalar product

= fd2x$(x)$(x) . (2.31)

It is worth noting that the punctured plane is a relevant one in the physical situations. The

reason is that , in the solenoid (and also in the exchange phase problem in the anyonic system

[18]) the location of the thin solenoid (and the anyonic magnetic flux) should be excluded from

the physically available space.

In order to define a noncommutative generalization of the configuration space TRQ, one can

not start with an ad hoc Poisson structure generated by:

{xux2}o = l, (xi,x2)em%, (2.32)

since the Darboux pair (a; 1,0:2) does not take into account the topological properties of 1R,2,.

Therefore, we map IRQ o n a cylinder C = IR x 51: 77 = 5 In(x2/p2), 4>—\ arctan {xxjx?) (p

is a constant of the dimension [length] which shall be put equal to 1 below). The cylinder (as a

E(2) co-adjoint orbit) possesses the natural Poisson bracket given by {r},4>} = 1, or equivalently

by

{77, U] = iU , 77 e R, U = eik* e Sl . (2.33)

This generates the Poisson structure in the space of periodic functions in the polar angle 4>. In

what follows we shall use this Poisson structure and not the one given by (2.32).

Let us rewrite first the commutative version of our problem in the variables {77,0} = 1.

Expanding the wave functions as

* = Y,ak(v)eik<t> , $ = £6*fa) e ! f c* , (2-34)
k k

the scalar product in H = L2(JB^,^ndr)d4>) reads:

f dr)e2r>ak(r))bk(r)) . (2.35)
k

The Hamiltonian in the new variables can be rewritten as:

3 = 7$ + \<P* + A%)2 ~ le'2v' A% = /*"* > (2-36)
in terms of the self-adjoint first order operators

P4> = -ie-T>d4. , Pv = -ie^idr, + 1/2) . (2.37)

The noncommutative version is obtained via quantization the Poisson structure (2.33). The

operator realization of (2.33), determined by the commutation relations:

£ = e ^ , (2.38)



can be achieved in an auxiliary Hilbert space T = L2{Sl,d(p); the dimensionless parameter £

is related to the parameters 6 and p by £ = 9/p2. The derivative 8$ is specified by assuming

f)fn{4>) = Mn{4>), where / n ( # = (27r)-1/2ein*, n £ 2 .

The wave functions will be operators of the form

(2-39)

acting in T as: $(77, U)fn(4>) — Sfc ak{n£)fn+k{4>)- F°r the operators (2.39), we define the scalar

product as follows:
2*# (2.40)

where the bar denotes the hermitian conjugation in T. Inserting here the expansion (2.39) for

$ and analogously for $, with 6̂ (77), we obtain:

fc n

Thus, in the noncommutative case, the integral is replaced by its Riemann sum.

Our next task is to define a noncommutative analog of the Hamiltonian (2.36), i.e., we need

noncommutative analogs p^ and pn of the operators (2.37). The operators p^ and pv are defined

by

Pn = 4 s inh
1

(g /2 ) [e-* /2^0?, U)U - e^Unv, U)U]

£,U)} . (2.42)
4sinh(£/2)L

The ps and pneP are self-adjoint with respect to (2.41). Moreover, in the limit £ —> 0, we obtain

The noncommutative analog of the Hamiltonian is then given as

l 2 l 4 2 * - ^ e ~ 2 ^ , (2.43)p^ +

with A^ty = /z'S/e"'7 representing the solenoid magnetic field. Explicitly,

where we have suppressed the explicit U = e'^dependence of ^. We note that the appearance of

the factor e"2'' on the right-hand side is essential, as it cancels with the weight factor e2'' in the

scalar product. Inserting the mode expansion (2.39), into the Schroedinger equation Hip —

we obtain a difference equation for the spectral coefficients a^ (n£):

10



Its solution can be easily obtained in terms of g-Bessel functions, with q = e .̂

Let us discuss now the issue of gauge invariance. In the commutative case, the gauge trans-

formations

Aj(x) -> Aj{x) + iu>{x)dju>(x) (2.46)

are generated by an rr-dependent phase factor co(x) = CJ~1(X). This leads to the covariance of a

momentum operator

Pj = —idj + Aj -> u)(x)(-idj + a,j)u>(x) = u>(x)pjuj(x) , (2.47)

and guarantees the gauge invariance of the Hamiltonian matrix elements. On IRQ, the gauge

field consists in general of two pieces:

Aj (x) = A](x) + A)(x) , (2.48)

where the singular (solenoid) part Aj(x) is given in (2.30) and Aj(x) represents a magnetic field

regular on the whole plane H2. Any gauge transformation on HQ is a composition of a singular

gauge transformation u>K(x) = e2mK^, K G 2Z and a regular one, UJ\{X) = &x(-x\ with \{x) = X(x)

regular on H2. The singular gauge transformation shifts the solenoid magnetic flux from fi to

H + K, whereas u>x(x) changes Aj(x) to ATj(x) + djX(x).

These topological aspects of the gauge transformations should not to be violated in the

noncommutative case. The gauge transformation of the wave function \?(i:) reads:

*(x) ->• w(x)#(x) , $(x) -> ty(x)u;{x) , (2.49)

where u>(x) — ui~1(x) is a unitary operator in T-L. We stress that now the order of factors in

(2.49) matters. Let us now put

Pj = pj + Aj{x) , fij = (pn,P4,) , (2.50)

with pv and p^ given in (2.42). The covariance of Pj, Pj —> UI(X)PJU?(X) is guaranteed provided

the gauge field Aj(x) transforms as:

Aj{x) -> u(x)Aj(x)u>(x) - u(x)\pj,u}{x)] . (2.51)

We point out that Aj(x) is an operator multiplying $(£) from the left by a,j(x) and simultane-

ously from the right by e~^:

Aj{x)y(x) = aj(x)<S!{x)e-v . (2.52)

Again, ordering matters, and only with this ordering, (2.52) represents a self-adjoint operator.

The gauge potential Aj(x) can be separated into a regular part Aj(x) and the singular solenoid

part given by:

x) = 0 , A%{x)*{x) = liVix)^ • (2-53)

11



The transformations are again a composition of a regular gauge transformation u>\(x), changing

Arj(x), and a singular one toK{x) — e2mK<t>, K e 2Z. Using eqs.(2.51)-(2.53), it follows straightfor-

wardly that under LL>K(X) the solenoid magnetic flux fj, changes to fj, + K. The gauge invariance

of all Hamiltonian matrix elements is obviously guaranteed. We would like to stress the non-

Abelian form of the transformation law (2.51). Consequently, the field strength B(x) is given

by a non-Abelian formula, too:

B(x) = €ij(\pu Aj{x)] + Ai(x)Aj{x)) . (2.54)

It can be easily seen that the field strength transforms covariantly: B(x) —> u>(x)B(x)u>(x).

3 Casimir energy on a noncommutative cylinder

In this section we calculate the vacuum energy in the scalar field theory in (2+l)-dimensional

noncommutative space-time with two noncommutative space coordinates and commutative time,

one coordinate being compactified on a circle. In other words, we consider field theory on

noncommutative space-like cylinder and with commutative time. As we have already mentioned,

the commutativity of time guarantees that the unitarity condition in NC-QFT is satisfied [14].

3.1 Field theory on a noncommutative cylinder

The points on a commutative cylinder C = {((f>, x) G [0, 2TT] X H; 0 = 0 and <f> = 2TT identified} =

Sl x R. can be specified by a real parameter x G II and two complex parameters x± = pe^1*.

Fields o n C x R possess the following expansion:

*(*,*,*) = £ T ^**(W)fc,p)e'&«+*^). (3.1)
k=-ooJ-°° ^ n )

On a cylinder, the corresponding commutator relations (2.5) can not be realized in terms

of self-adjoint operators on L2 (S1, d(f>). It is known that the problem has to be formulated not

via a Heisenberg-like relation (2.5), but in the corresponding exponential Weyl form, or as .E(2)

Lie algebra relations. Thus, in the noncommutative case, the parameters x, x± are replaced (see

also [12]) by operators x, x± satisfying the commutation relations

[x,x±] = ±Xx±, [x+,x-] = 0 , (3.2)

and the same constraint equation as in the commutative case: x+x- = p2. The dimensionful

(with the dimension of length) parameter A is an analog of the tensor 6 in the case of the

Heisenberg-like commutation relation in the flat Minkowski space. However, in the present case,

the actual parameter of the noncommutativity is the dimensionless parameter £ = X/p.

In analogy with the commutative case, we take the fields to be operators in % = L2{Sl,d<f>),

possessing the operator Fourier expansion:

12



For simplicity, we consider a real scalar field theory which corresponds to the condition &(t, x, (j>) =

#(£, x, <j>). It is important to note that since the spectrum of x is discrete: x = An, n 6 Z, the

integration over dp goes only over a finite interval [—TT/A, +TT/A]. We point out that the operator

Fourier expansion (3.3) is invertible:

d< —IV [e-ifc^iwt*(*, x, 4>)\ . (3.4)

Then straightforwardly from the above formula it follows that

where 5(5)(y>) denotes the ^-function on a circle. The usual inverse Fourier transform of $(a;, &,

yields an analog of the Weyl symbol <&(£, nA, 0) on the cylinder:

oo

- o o
dt J^ ^ $ K * , p ) e W + A n p - w f ) . (3.6)

The star-product for the fields $(£, nA, <̂>) has the form which is very close to that appearing

in the noncommutative plane:

, nA •+- yi, <fi +

where y\,y2, <Pi, <P2 are auxiliary continuous variables.

The free action for the scalar fields on noncommutative space Crj^c) x IR- has the following

form (cf. [12, 15]):

^ -/-°° J-*
2 2 2 ] (3.8)

In the last expression we have used the Weyl symbols (3.6) and the lattice derivative

(we have simplified the notation for the field: $(£, nA, (j>) -*• $(£, n, ^)). As usual for the Weyl

symbol, the star-product disappears from the trace for a product of any two operators. In the

case of a field theory in a flat space, this leads to the free action which formally looks as the

one on the commutative space. In the case of cylinder, we have the trace of noncommutativity

even in the free action: it reveals itself in the appearance of the discrete derivatives. We stress

that this is an intrinsic property of field theories on noncommutative manifolds with compact

space-like dimensions.
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3.2 Vacuum energy of the quantum scalar fields on C(ATC)
 x

In what follows for simplicity, we consider the massless case, m = 0.

After the second quantization, the fields (the Weyl symbols) $(£, n, </>) can be presented in

the usual form:

«=—oo

f/ dp
, n, 4>) = A }2 / 5~ [2p,*«p,*(<,«, 0) + %,k^PA^ n> 4>)\ > (3-9)

where 2P)£, 2jfc are the creation and annihilation operators, respectively, and up^(t,n,<fi) are

the solutions of the equation of motion corresponding to the action (3.8):

1

normalized with respect to the Klein-Gordon scalar product:

p,k{t,n,4>) dt ty,fc'(i,n,</>) =

The operators aPjfc, a^k satisfy the standard commutation relations:

Since the time variable is a commutative one, the energy density in this field model has the

usual form:

Ttt = \ [ ( W , n, <f)f + (6x$(t, n, <j>)f + ̂ ~(d^(t, n, ̂ ))2] . (3.11)

The calculation of the vacuum expectation value gives (see [24], formula 2.576.2)

where E(x) is the complete elliptic integral, and i — h- This sum is obviously divergent and

should be regularized (however, the power of divergence here is equal to two, while in the case of

a commutative cylinder it is equal to three). The regularization can be achieved by introducing

the cutoff factors exp {-eV(fc£/2)2 + l} (cf. [28]):

fc=l
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with

For small values of the parameter ^ < 1 , the sum can be well approximated by the corresponding

integral with the correction term of the order O (£2):

i E

(3.14)

Now we notice that B(l/Vx2 + 1) is a smooth very slowly varying function: on the half-line

[0, oo] it monotonically increases from 1 at x — 0 to TT/2 at infinity. Thus the integral can be

estimated as follows:
/•OO / 1 \ _ ro

/ dxE . o ) e-c^+i = c /
Jo \ Vx2 +1 / Jo

where c is a factor of the order of unity and Ki(e) is the modified Bessel function (see [24],

formula 3.365.2). Finally, expanding the Bessel function, we obtain the expression for the

vacuum expectation value of the energy:

It is seen that the second term does not depend on the cylinder radius, so that the Casimir

energy density (i.e., the difference between energy densities in compactified and decompactified

cases) for a noncommutative cylinder proves to be the following:

1
(0|Ttt|0>-<0|Ttt|0> (3.16)

Thus, the Casimir energy on a noncommutative cylinder depends on the radius much slower

than in the commutative case (where a simple dimensional reasoning gives (0\Ttt |0) ~ 1/p3).

4 Casimir energy on a noncommutative torus

A noncommutative two torus is defined by the operators U{ which satisfy [1, 25]

jUi, 6y = e e y , (4.1)

where X{ are the coordinate operators and 1 is the unity in the algebra representing these

coordinates and Ri are the corresponding compactification radii. © is the noncommutativity

parameter, of course one should note that compared to the noncommutative plane case, it is

the noncommutativity in the unit volume of the torus (and hence it is dimensionless). In the

following we assume both radii to be equal and denote it by p, so the volume of the torus is

(27rp)2. It is more convenient to use the "dimensionless coordinates"

&i = ^ • (4.2)
P
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Then, one can show that the eqs.(4.1) has solutions as

& = e i e « d ' , [&i,&j] = ^eij. (4.3)

In general the above solution can be represented by (infinite) matr ices .

However, for the rational ©, i.e. O = ^ where M and N are mutual ly pr ime integers, this

algebra possesses only finite-dimensional representations, [26, 27], a field theory on such a torus

proves to be lattice-like [29, 30] and M defines the number of windings after which one re turns

to t he same lat t ice site. Though this is not essential, we pu t M = 1, for simplicity.

Similarly to the case of the noncommutat ive cylinder, considered in the previous section,

scalar fields on the noncommutat ive torus are defined via the opera tor Fourier t ransform

/

oo °°

dui J2 *(u,k,p)U£ U^e-M , (4.4)
k,p=-O0

which again is invertible and allows to define the Weyl symbols:
/•oo °°

${t,x,y)= dw J2 *(w,fc,p)ei(*x+w~w*) , (4-5)
J-°° k,p=-oo

and the corresponding star-product. We also note that in the rational © case, the argument of

the Weyl symbols are discrete, more precisely:

/

oo
du

k,p=-oo

Let us now, restrict to the rational case. In the rational case, the free scalar field massless

action reads

(4.6)

The Tr in the above action is normalized as Tr 1 = ^ = N. The operator U\$>U^1 shifts the

argument n of the Weyl symbol <f>(t, n, m) by 1, and similarly ^QU^1 shifts m.

Note: We note that for the irrational case, the U{ operators cannot serve as the translation

operators, and besides them we should define the usual momentum operators.

In terms of the Weyl symbols the formula (4.6) for action reads

where 6n$(t,n,m) = $(*,n + l,m) — <!>(t,n,m) and 6m§(t,n,m) — $>(t,n,m+ 1) — $(i,n,m).

Thus the free action on T?NC^ x R, (noncommutative torus with rational noncommutativity

parameter and commutative time) is equivalent to the Hamiltonian lattice theory (see, e.g.,

[31]).
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After the decomposition of the fields into the creation and annihilation operators,

J V - l

§(t,n,m)= 5Z [2p,*«p,*(*»«»^)+3jiJtiip)fc(t,n,m)] , (4.8)
p,k=Q

where the modes

upk(t,n,m) =

N 9 ivp . •) 7rk

are orthonormal with respect to the scalar product

/2 \ 2 iv-i ^

("p,fc, V,fc') = i ( - r r ) H up,k{t,n,m) dt up^k'(t,n,m) = 8k,k'8p,v> >

we are ready to calculate the vacuum expectation (0| Ttt |0) of the energy density. Here, Ttt is

given by the expression:

Ttt = \{(W,n, m))2 + - ^ ^ 2 [(*„$(«, n, m))2 + (6m$(t,n,m))2]} .

Due to the finiteness of all summations, the expectation value can be easily found to be the

following:

For any given N (which is, in fact, the inverse of the noncommutativity parameter) the last

sum can be easily evaluated numerically. Thus, on the noncommutative torus with a rational

noncommutativity parameter, the Casimir energy is finite and can be obtained without any

renormalization.

For the case of large N (small noncommutativity), the eq.(4.9) can be replaced with the

corresponding integral:

J V 3 /•*• / i v 3

J d d j 2 * + s in2 V - + (4 1 0)
J V 3 /•*•

1°) = + le^s Jo

Finally we would like to summarize our results on the noncommutative torus Casimir energy:

1) As we see from (4.10), the Casimir energy in the noncommutative torus case is cubic in JV = ^

- this is the same behaviour as in the commutative case with momentum cutoff equal to JV.

2) The Casimir energy is positive and hence leads to a repulsive force on the torus.

3) As it is expected its p dependence is like \ .

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have investigated various topological and metric aspects of the ^-product

approach to the field theories on noncommutative spaces. We have compared four simple cases:

plane, cylinder, punctured plane and torus.
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Although they differ in topological and metric properties, they possess the same Poisson

bracket and this leads to the same formal Moyal ^-product. We have shown that:

i) In order to take into account various global properties, we have to choose properly the

relevant Darboux pair (elementary bracket) and restrict the *-algebra to the subalgebra of field

modes on a particular manifold. In operator approach, this is equivalent to a unitary realization

in the Hilbert space of the *-algebra in question.

ii) On a noncommutative punctured plane, we investigated the Aharonov-Bohm effect. This

space, being topologically equivalent to a cylinder, possesses a different Riemann metric. Al-

though the proper Darboux pair is identical to the one on cylinder, still the noncommutative

generalization of the self-adjoint translation generators (with respect to the corresponding scalar

product) have to be found. We defined them and, consequently, we gauged the noncommutative

version of the model. The resulting model is gauge invariant, with the gauge transformations

classified by a (topological) magnetic flux number: the singular finite transformations change the

flux by an integer (in suitable units), whereas the regular small ones do not influence the flux.

These properties, reflecting the topology, are exactly analogous to those of the commutative

case. Thus, the noncommutativity of the underlying manifold does not influence the effect in

question. We note that the Aharonov-Bohm phase, besides being important for 2+1 dimensional

physics (e.g. quantum Hall effect), can also shed light on the noncommutative formulation of

the Wilson loops.

iii) Finally, we would like to stress that on a noncommutative (punctured) plane, the notion

of trajectory is lost, and there is no way to describe the change of the wave function along a

given path. In other words, the functions entering the noncommutative ^-algebra A are Weyl

symbols and have no direct physical meaning. However, the propagator is a well-defined element

of A <8> A and on a punctured plane possesses all the basic properties, e.g., it respects the basic

topological and metric properties and the symmetry of the noncommutative version of the model

we started with.

We have shown that the space noncommutativity has an essential impact on the Casimir en-

ergy: in the case of a cylinder, its dependence on the radius becomes much slower in comparison

with the commutative space, while on the torus (with a rational parameter of noncommuta-

tivity) the Casimir energy proves to be finite without any renormalization. Moreover, we have

found that in the case of the NC-torus, the Casimir energy is positive, in contrast to the case of

a usual commutative space. This can be very important in the large extra dimensional models

[32]: The repulsive Casimir force can compensate for the attractive forces originating from the

Kaluza-Klein modes and hence this can provide a stabilization of the compactification radius

for extra dimensions.

We would like to point out the fact that due to "Morita equivalence" [1, 25], which is an

equivalence between gauge bundles (sections of the corresponding C*-algebra) on various tori,

the rational noncommutativity is naturally related to a non-zero magnetic flux. Therefore, it is
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plausible that the Casimir energy we have found (4.9), to be interpreted as the energy stored in

this constant magnetic flux (replacing the noncommutativity).

It is worth noting that in many papers (see, e.g., [33, 34]) devoted to Casimir effect in

the field theories on noncommutative torus, they start from a noncommutative plane and af-

ter writing the action in terms of the Weyl symbols, compactify the coordinates to a torus.

In their analysis, they take an interacting noncommutative </>3 in six-dimensions. Then the

Casimir energy appears as the finite contributions to the mass of particles coming from the non-

planar diagrams at one loop level [33]. This corrections have unusual dependence on the radius

of the torus (they are proportional to the radius) and may, in general, stabilize a size of the

torus, considered as an extra subspace in a six-dimensional space-time with commutative usual

four-dimensional subspace [34]. Though, it seems more natural to start the quantization (non-

commutative deformation) directly in the space under consideration. However, the approach in

the above mentioned papers is, evidently, equivalent to the direct quantization on torus with

irrational parameter of noncommutativity (in this case all the representations of the coordinate

algebra are infinite-dimensional). We notice that this occurs only due to the infinite summations

over (discrete) momentum variables. On the contrary, the finite summation, in the case of a

rational parameter of the noncommutativity, cannot change the convergence properties of the

four-dimensional momentum integrals, so that this phenomenon disappears.
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